Blackbrook Reservoir Wave Wall
A nice buttress of red Granite with some very classy highballs on good rock in the middle.
beware the rock in the more broken actions as it should be treated with care especially on
problem 2 and 7.
1. Wave Traverse 6b
Climb up to the ledge and then traverse the wall rightwards to gain the ledges right of the
righthand crack. Finishing up prob 7 also makes a good finish. Same grade from right to
left.
2. Corner and Crack 5+
Climb up the corner and with care up the crack above.
3. Ripples of the Mind 7c+
Climb the wall on its left side directly. Stay right of the left wall of the corner and holds in
the crack and do not use any of the jugs over on the right, also be strict with the ledges of
the corner at the start. Use layaways to move up to and gain the slot with the right hand.
Using this as an undercut lock directly up to the high pocket and easier finish.

4. Ripples of Emotion 7b
Start up the eliminate start of prob 3, using the layaways. Then travers up and right to gain
the large break as an undercut with the right hand and using this get either a small mono
pocket or small slot just right. From here make a dead point to the large layaway left of the
crack line. Use this to rock up to the ledge and jugs to finish (same finish as prob 5).

5. Wave of Emotion 7a+
Climb up the wall on it's right hand side staying left of and not using the crack. Use big
holds to gain the large break as an undercut with the right hand and using this get either a
small mono pocket or small slot just right. From here make a dead point to the large
layaway left of the crack line. Use this to rock up to the ledge and jugs to finish (same
finish as prob 4).
6. Backwash 7c
Start as for problem 5 just left of the crack and climb diagonally up and left to finish as for
problem 3. Climb up to gain the slot with the left hand and make a tough move to get the
mono pocket with the right hand. Use this to make a tricky dead point to the better pocket
and easier finish. A very good problem!
7. Right Crack 5+
Climb up the crack on the right with care.

